
SUMMER EXPLORER COMPETITION RULES

This is a fun competition spread over three rides, out of a possible list of four, with a prize for 

the winner presented at our October group night. Three rides must be undertaken between 

February and the September, chosen from two one-day rides and two requiring an overnight 

stop. At specific waypoints along the route a competitor must provide evidence of having 

reached that point by a receipt of entry, or purchase and a photograph of bike, with or without 

rider, at each location. The prize will be awarded to the member judged to have the best set of 

photographs by an independent adjudicator. You may, however, enjoy all four rides as social 

rides OR, if you feel competitive, pick any three out of the four. You may do this as a solo 

rider, rider and pillion, or as part of a group. You may also compete as a non-riding member in 

your car. In the event of a tie-break, with all 3 of the sections completed, then the member, or 

group, who submits the most imaginative photograph of their set, as judged by a local 

professional photographer will win the Summer Explorer Competition Trophy presented at the 

October group night. All submissions must be filed by 30th September to 

competitions@suffolkriders.co.uk, and include 'Summer Explorer Competition' in the Subject 

line. To aid the judges, please file you submission after each ride, do not wait until all are 

complete. The judge's decision is final. The entry forms, along with the competition rules, are 

available on the Club's website. Adjacent to each entry form is a MyRouteApp representation 

of the locations listed on the entry form. This is for information only and it is up to you to plan 

a route along with any alternative locations along the way. Extra points will be allocated to 

images of imaginative additional locations along your chosen route, it is up to you to find them. 

E.g. 5 points would be awarded for a photograph of a member alongside S.M.B. Hailwood's 

grave. The route you take is your choice but must encompass the locations listed and proof will 

be needed of each location visited, comprising one photograph only of yourself or bike and a 

receipt of entry or purchase.


